Job Opening

Technical Engineer

Location: Kwun Tong area

Job Description

The technical team of Edvance is highly regarded within the IT industry. It is a team of highly skilled cybersecurity experts that service major enterprises and public organizations in Hong Kong and Macau. Junior team members take part in the service tasks while develop the essential knowledge to become a cybersecurity expert.

Job Responsibilities

• Assist the team in carrying out project delivery and support tasks
• Carry out regular maintenance tasks for internal and external clients
• Take part and contribute to team engagements to tackle technical issues

Job Requirements

• Degree in Information Technology / Computer Science / Engineering or equivalent
• Open-minded and innovative, think outside-the-box!
• Curiosity and genuine interest in cybersecurity
• Good communication skills and reliable team player
• Experience is not required but a positive can-do attitude is!
• Fresh graduates are Welcome

About Edvance Technology (Hong Kong) Limited

Edvance (1410.hk) is a leading value-added distributor of cybersecurity solutions listed in Hong Kong, and has a strong reputation as the go-to place for enterprises tackling cybersecurity challenges. Our disciplines in cybersecurity ranges from network to application security, complemented with big data analytics and AI assists. As our society makes better use of technologies, we enjoy its convenience but also the cyber risks that come with it. Thus, a career in cybersecurity means continuously facing new opportunities and possibilities.

Come and join a vibrant team of experts as we explore this evolving profession!

Website: www.edvance.hk

Interested parties please send full resume with available date, current & expected salary to Human Resources Department to: career@edvanceintl.com